proofs of another. It would amuse you to know that my last  The book on science has already run into three editions. My little Femina book of poems written after illness is also selling well. I some-times wonder if what people admire as 'creative activity5 is not after all a kind of disease, And then this painting, it has become a regular playmate of mine, giving me just the distraction I need from literary talkativeness. It is like dreaming.
No, I have not read Mr Leo Myers' novel The Root and the Flower. I am ordering a copy and shall be very glad to read it.
I am glad Bill1 is doing so well. If some of his paintings %have been reproduced I should be happy to see them.
With my best wishes and affectionate greetings,
RABINDRANATH TAGORE.
Besides his varied creative work Rabindranath was still editing his The Fisva-Bharati Quarterly. Herein he printed? besides a short interpretation of his nephew Gaganendtanath, the Sir George Birdwood Memorial lecture which I delivered before the Royal Society of Arts early in the year, when, for the first time, I felt an answering enthusiasm before the examples of Indian sculpture shown on the screen. Hitherto my admiration for the plastic genius of India was regarded rather as a bee in my bonnet.
How Leo Myers' Root and the Flower impressed Tagore I never heard.
I was delighted that it won the Femina Prize, and that the presentation was to be made by Max Beerbohm, I scarcely conceive Max, respectful and admiring though he would be towards Leo Myers, reading through a philosophical novel; for philosophical, social and religious discussion is far from Max's orbit. He would listen with genial politeness, allow a free passage through his mind to such discussion, but would scarcely attempt to retain any of its import. It was a surprise when the following year it fell to me to follow Max in presenting the Femina Prize for 1937.
1 My son William Michael
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